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NS-3 Applications

 Common NS-3 users:

 Normal-case performance evaluation

 Evaluate the performance of a network protocol in normal cases

 In our project:

 Worst-case performance evaluation

 Find the worst-case performance of a network protocol among all possible cases

 Correctness testing

 Test whether a network protocol works correctly in all possible cases 

 These two belong to the class of exhaustive testing
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Outline

 Toy example for exhaustive testing

 Use current NS-3 for exhaustive testing

 Use our proposed symbolic NS-3 for exhaustive testing

 Implementation of symbolic NS-3

 Demo
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Toy example (worst-case performance evaluation)

 SND1 and SND2 each sends a packet to RCV.

 Performance metric: Delay difference Diff = Delay1 – Delay2

 Worst-case performance: Find the maximum Diff

 Challenge: Total number of cases of Delay1 and Delay2: 1000*1000=10^6
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Use current NS-3 for exhaustive testing

 NS-3 script: simulate for each input (delay1,delay2)
 Shell script: repeat the NS-3 script for all possible 

10^6 inputs (delay1,delay2).
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NS-3 script
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•Initialize Delay

•Set up Delay

•Create Topology

•Install Applications



Shell script
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Symbolic NS-3

Goal:
Efficient exhaustive testing.

How:
Simulate a group of inputs together 

instead of individually
Leverage symbolic execution: S2E
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Using Symbolic NS-3 for Exhaustive Testing

 NS-3 script: simulate for symbolic input
 Different inputs: 

 Current NS-3:concrete input 

 e.g. (delay1 = 1ms, delay2 = 2ms)

 Symbolic NS-3:symbolic input

 Definition: a group of concrete inputs

 e.g. (delay1=[1,1000]ms,delay2=[1,1000]ms)

 Do not need a Linux shell script
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Symbolic NS-3 script

•Initialize Delay

•Set up Delay

•Create Topology

•Install Applications
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Difference 1: Create delay variable

 Symbolic NS3:

 Create Symbolic Value

 a group of concrete inputs

 delay1=[1,1000]ms,delay2=[1,1000]ms
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 Current NS-3: 

 Create concrete Value

 e.g. (delay1 = 1ms, delay2 = 2ms)



 Current NS-3:
 Set up concrete delay
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 Symbolic NS-3
 Set up symbolic delay

Difference 2: Setup link delay 



Running Time

 Current NS-3:
 Time for one input (delay1,delay2): 

 0.5 seconds.

 Total time: 

 0.5 seconds * 10^6 = 6 days.

 Symbolic NS-3:
 Total time:

 33 seconds
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Output

 Current NS-3 : 

Diff is +0 ms

Diff is -1 ms

Diff is -2 ms

…….

Diff is +999 ms

…….

Diff is +0 ms

 Maximum delay difference: 999 ms

 Symbolic NS-3 :

The range of Diff is [-999,-1]

The range of Diff is [1,999]

The range of Diff is [0,0]

 Maximum delay difference: 999 ms
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Implementation

 New classes:
 Classes: Symbolic

 Goal: as general as possible

 Changes to existing classes:
 Classes: Point-to-point

 Goal: modified current NS-3 as little as possible
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New class: Symbolic
Goal: as general as possible

 Attribute:

 m_symbolic

 m_min

 m_max

 Functions:

 Symbolic packet delay: 

 GetSymbolicTime() 

 Symbolic packet header: 

 GetSymbolicIpv4Address()

 Symbolic range:

 SetMin()

 SetMax()

 PrintRange() 16



Modification to existing classes
Goal: modified current NS-3 as little as possible

⬆Add one attribute m_symbolicdelay to 
Point-To-Point link

Replace the propagation delay➡
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Demo: running symbolic NS-3 for toy example
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Important links:

 Symbolic Network Simulator

 https://cse.unl.edu/~xu/research/SymbolicNS3.html

 S2E platform:

 http://s2e.systems/

 Demo:

 https://github.com/JeffShao96/Symbolic-NS3
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Thank You
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